This study proposes a flow model using a modified Lighthill-Whitham-Richards highway model. The proposed model treats each aircraft on an airway as a continuous distribution of air collision probability, which is called the danger value distribution. With the proposed flow model, collision can be easily predicted by the peak value of the overlap of the danger value distribution of each aircraft. The study further proposes a velocity adjustment method that can be used to resolve the conflict. The proposed method can be applied for aircraft separation during the landing process, in which the separation time is different for different combinations of aircraft types.
Introduction
Currently, air travel is one of the major methods of transportation for people around the world. The rapid growth of the aviation industry has resulted in heavier air traffic. Consequently, airways and airports are both busier. Because of heavy air traffic, flight safety and air traffic management have increased in importance. To this point, air traffic management has relied on air traffic controllers ATCs . Radar control allows ATCs to coordinate aircraft spacing directly by using visible information through the radar display. Aircraft spacing is mainly used to avoid the danger of possible collision and prevent aircraft from being affected by wake vortices induced by the preceding aircraft. The spacing can be based on time or distance. Distance-based separation is easily managed by ATCs through radar displays. However, when compared with time-based separation, distancebased separation is known to be less efficient when considering different weather conditions 1 and usage of airport capacities 2 . Owing to these disadvantages, time-based separation is commonly proposed in automatic landing sequencing algorithms 1-7 . Some time-based separations are also recommended for runway occupancy during approach and take-off the conclusion is presented in Section 5. Throughout this paper, the speed of the aircraft is represented in knots kts and "nm" denotes nautical miles. For reference, 1 kt 1.852 km/h and 1 nm 1.852 km.
Danger Value Distribution

Danger Value Profile
Wake vortices are turbulent airflows generated during all phases of flight as a byproduct of the wing that is generating the lift. This turbulent flow of air may cause an aircraft to undergo an unstable flight period, resulting in injuries as well as loss-of-control accidents. As aircraft get closer to each other during the landing procedure, the wake turbulence problem is especially prominent during landing, particularly for a smaller aircraft following a larger aircraft. This is because a larger aircraft may generate stronger turbulent flow than a smaller aircraft, whereas a smaller aircraft may have fewer methods of resisting the strong turbulent flow than a larger aircraft. Therefore, the ability of different types of aircraft to resist and induce vortices should be considered when developing the danger value profiles for wake avoidance separation procedure. The width and length of the area, which are influenced by the generated vortex, are related to the speed and type of the aircraft 2 , and the danger value profiles are modeled to reflect these characteristics. The danger value profile preceding an aircraft represents its capability to resist turbulent flow. Higher danger values indicate a diminished ability of an aircraft to resist turbulent flow. The danger value profile behind an aircraft is the amount of turbulent flow that it generates.
For the best utilization of runway capacity, the optimum situation is that the trailing aircraft should follow the preceding aircraft by the distance specified by ICAO's separation criteria during the landing process. As there is no time-based separation rule for landing, we have used Freville's method to convert ICAO's rule to a time-based rule by assuming an average landing speed of 136 kts for all types of aircraft 1 . Table 1 provides the time-based separation regulations, which can be further refined if the average landing speeds of different types of aircraft are available.
We used a single critical value as an indicator of insufficient separation for all types of aircraft. This critical value should be higher than the peak danger value in the presence of an aircraft, and be lower than the peak danger value when two aircraft collide with each other. In our design, the danger value profile of an aircraft has a peak value of 1 located at the location of the aircraft. When two aircraft are located at the same position, which indicates a mid-air collision, the peak danger value is 2. Therefore, at the minimum timebased separation distance, the peak danger value should lie between 1 and 2. Here, we have used 1.5 as the detection value for insufficient separation to design the danger value profile. The danger value profiles preceding and following an aircraft describe the capability of an aircraft to resist and induce vortices, respectively. Figure 1 shows the concept of separation detection using the danger value profile. T b is the time in which the preceding aircraft left point A on the airway. T a is the time needed for the trailing aircraft to reach point A. The summed time, T a T b , reflects the separation time. Let us consider that the critical separation is detected by a danger value of 1.5. Then, the danger value of the preceding and trailing aircraft should be 0.75 at point A in Figure 1 . Using this concept, we can design the time of the danger value profile preceding and following an aircraft that has a danger value of 0.75, by satisfying ICAO's wake vortex separation rules. Let the time at which the danger value is 0.75 be T a and T b for each type of aircraft, as shown in Figure 1 . The variables for each type of aircraft are listed in Table 2 . The following linear programming problem is employed to determine the span at both sides of the danger value profile of each aircraft.
where Table 3 . When compared with the ICAO regulation shown in Table 1 , there are two significant differences, which are shown in italic fonts. This is because we are using 8 variables to satisfy 16 constraints. Nonetheless, these differences still satisfy ICAO's criteria. Figure 2 shows the resultant danger value profiles used during the landing process. We have different danger value profiles for different types of aircraft. As shown in this figure, larger aircraft have larger danger value spans behind them, which reflects the fact that larger aircraft induce stronger turbulent flows. Conversely, smaller aircraft have larger danger values in front of them, signifying that smaller aircraft have a lower capability to resist turbulent flow. It should be noted that these danger value profiles are all smooth curves. This is because sharp changes in the danger value lead to some undesired spikes and oscillations in the simulation result, and vibrations occur and drag the peak value. Hence, the danger value profile must descend smoothly on both sides to make its computation numerically stable.
Danger Value Distribution Flow Model
In this section, we introduce the modified LWR model used in air traffic control. As the arriving aircraft flows are not as dense as those on the en-route airway, one may suspect whether the LWR model, which was originally designed for modeling high-way traffic in a continuous way, is appropriate for modeling the arriving aircraft flow, which seems more discretized than high-way traffic. Our selection of the LWR model is based on various successful examples and applications in the literatures 12, 15, 16, 18 . The formulation of the modified LWR model produces a system of interconnected control volumes, which can be used to model any air traffic environment 15 . Moreover, we now represent each aircraft as a continuous distribution of danger values on the airway. Therefore, we believe that the use of the LWR model, which also treats individual vehicles with a continuous density distribution, is appropriate.
The LWR model can be numerically solved in either the classical Eulerian scheme or a Lagrangian scheme. As we had added the danger values associated with each aircraft at fixed locations, the Eulerian scheme was opted in this study. Moreover, the Eulerian scheme can be easily used for control purposes than the Lagrangian scheme 18 and was used as follows. Let ρ x, t be the vehicle density and q in t the inflow at the entrance of the route i.e., at x 0 ; the vehicle density satisfies the following PDE 17-19 :
where ρ 0 is the initial distribution of density on the airway. The rederived LWR PDE can also be derived from the conservation of mass. Two successive applications of the chain rule to the conservation in flow mass lead to the relation between the space derivative and the time derivative of ρ. That is,
If the danger value is treated as a density distribution on the airway, its peak value decreases when the density distribution becomes wider, which is a consequence of increased velocity. This phenomenon is undesirable for time-based separation because we use the summed danger value for insufficient separation detection. To solve this problem, we designated danger value distribution flows in a velocity-related coordinate y, in which the velocity is constant with respect to y. Then we let the accumulated danger value be conserved in the y coordinate, similar to the mass conservation idea in the x coordinate. Using this concept,
where c is some assumed velocity of an aircraft in the y coordinate. Then,
Now, let the flow be conservative in the y coordinate. Thus, we have
Subsequently, the time derivation of ρ in the y coordinate will be ρ t −ρ y y, t v y − ρ y, t v y y . As v y c, we have v y y 0. Hence,
2.9
This leads to a new relationship between the spatial derivation and temporal derivation as ρ t x, t v x ρ x x, t 0.
2.10
We used finite difference methods to approximate the solutions of 2.10 . The finite difference scheme begins with defining a grid of points in the x, t plane. Let h and k be positive numbers indicating the spacing in x and t coordinates, respectively. The grid will be where
The second-order Taylor series approximation of ρ on the finite difference grid with respect to time is
Several numerical schemes can be used to compute the danger value distribution flow model. The Lax-Wendroff scheme 20 is often used for its ability to maintain a good pulse shape. Hence, the Lax-Wendroff scheme has been employed in the remaining part of this study. By applying the Lax-Wendroff scheme, we obtained the danger value distribution at the next time instance as
2.14
The evolution of the danger value distribution can be written as a state function between two time steps with a transitional matrix mapping. We can rewrite 2.14 in the vector form as 
2.17
The evolution of danger values from time t to time t 1 can be written as P t 1 AP t , and the change in the danger value distribution can be easily computed using P t n A n P t , where
2.18
Velocity Adjustment
When insufficient time-based separation between aircraft is detected, ATCs should make necessary arrangements for the involved aircraft to avoid danger of possible collision. In this section, we present a method of velocity adjustment that maintains the minimally required separation time between aircraft so that the capacity of an airway can be optimally utilized. The proposed approach considers the case where two adjacent aircraft are flying along the same airway in the same direction at the same altitude. That is, one aircraft is chasing the other aircraft at the same flight level. If the two aircraft are traveling with the same velocity profile, the time-based separation between these two aircraft remains fixed. This idea inspired the proposed velocity adjustment procedure. Let us assume that the preceding and trailing aircraft have danger value profiles W p t and W t t , respectively. Let us set the minimum time-based separation as T s s. From Figure 1 , the critical value, defined as the peak value of the danger value distribution when a timebased separation of T s s is detected, is equal to the addition of W p −T b of the preceding aircraft plus the danger value at t T a of the trailing aircraft, that is, W p −T b W t T a . From our design of the danger value profile, T s T a T b and W p −T b W t T a . Now, suppose that the trailing aircraft travels faster than the preceding aircraft. Eventually, the trailing aircraft will catch the preceding aircraft. The moment at which the time-based separation is T s s, at which point the critical value is W p −T b W t T a , is shown in Figure 3 . We adjusted the velocity profile of the trailing aircraft so that the location of point W t T a never passes point W p −T b before these two aircraft reach the runway. Moreover, to maximize the utilization of runway capacity, the ideal situation is to maintain the minimum time-based separation. Therefore, we also changed the speed profile of the trailing aircraft so that the time-based separation between these two aircraft is maintained at T s s.
Consider the case shown in Figure 4 . The velocity profiles of the trailing and preceding aircraft are marked as VF1 and VF2, respectively. Suppose that, at some instance prior to the occurrence of minimum time-based separation, the W p −T b position of the preceding aircraft and the W t T a position of the trailing aircraft are located at points A and B, respectively. The location on the airway at which the aircraft at points A and B meet is marked as point C. Point C can be determined from the simulation result of the danger value flow on the airway. The duration time needed to travel from points A and B to reach position C can be calculated using the integral of the inversed velocity profile as follows:
Let us suppose that the trailing aircraft can decelerate at a deceleration speed α and is capable of flying with the same speed as the preceding aircraft. Using this information, we can generate a deceleration curve, v x , connecting VF1 and VF2 through intersections located at points a and b, as shown in Figure 4 . Then, the trailing aircraft can gradually change its velocity from VF1 to VF2 by passing through the connecting curve v x . To achieve minimum time-based separation, the curve must be placed such that points A and B reach point b at the same time. That is,
As we already know that the aircraft at points A and B reach point C at the same time, using the original velocity profiles, we have
From 3.2 and 3.3 ,
Then, we used bisection searching by moving the curve up or down to satisfy 3.4 . The algorithm for this procedure is shown as follows.
Step
Step 2. Let v x V 2 P − 2α x − C be the deceleration curve connecting VF1 at a and VF2 at b, where α is a given deceleration speed depending on the performance specification of the succeeding aircraft.
Step 3. Update V p , V U , and V p using the following rule:
3.5
Step 4. Repeat Step 2 and Step 3 until
where is a small positive value that can be chosen according to the desired accuracy of the time-based separation. This ensures that the separation time is close to T s s but is not less than T s s.
If the speed of the preceding aircraft is so slow that the trailing aircraft cannot travel using the velocity profile of the preceding aircraft, then the only allowable location for minimum time-based separation to occur is at the end of the airway. In this situation, the velocity change curve will be used as the transition from the original velocity profile to the minimum speed, v m , of the trailing aircraft. Again, the intersection of the velocity change curve and the original velocity profile will be searched, so that
where A and B are the locations defined in Figure 3 and E is the location of the end of the airway. As shown in Figure 3 , as the aircraft at both points A and B reach point C at the same time following the original velocity profile, we have
Then, we need to change the location of v x so that the above-mentioned equation can be satisfied. In this case, it is not guaranteed that point C lies between points a and b. Therefore, the bisection search needs a wider range to find the intersection of a and b. It should be noted that the above-mentioned algorithms and decision conditions 3.4 and 3.8 do not rely on the actual location of points A and B. Only the predicted location of the minimum allowable separation point C is required for the velocity change curve calculation.
Simulations
This section presents an example of the time-based separation using the danger value distribution flow model with the proposed danger value profiles shown in Figure 2 . Figure 5 shows the velocity profiles used in this section. The solid-line curve is the velocity profile of the trailing aircraft, whereas the dashed curve is the velocity profile of the preceding aircraft. The initial positions of the trailing and preceding aircraft are located at approximately 20 and 35 nm, respectively. As the trailing aircraft is traveling at a higher velocity than the preceding aircraft, there will be insufficient time-based separation at some future point. With the danger value distribution flow model, near misses in the time-based separation can be predicted, and a new velocity profile suggestion is proposed to maintain the minimally required time-based separation until the end of the airway. Here, we present a scenario in which a small aircraft is following a B757 aircraft during the landing process. Figure 6 illustrates the result of the combined danger value distributions at different time steps in a single figure. The danger value distribution at each time step is shown as solid-line curves. As shown in this figure, the combined danger value increases as the distance between the two aircraft decreases. Eventually, the combined danger value exceeds the critical value of 1.5, which indicates that there is insufficient time-based separation between these two aircraft. Figure 7 shows the result obtained after applying the proposed velocity adjustment procedure presented in Section 3. As shown in this figure, the combined danger value increases with time until the peak value reaches the critical value of 1.5. However, in this case, the peak danger value remains at the critical value of 1.5. This means that by using the proposed speed adjustment procedure, the minimally required timebased separation can be maintained. To better illustrate the actual separation condition between these aircraft, the separation distance and time are shown in Figure 8 . In this figure, the separation time decreases at the beginning and stops decreasing when its value reaches the minimum separation time, which is 132 s. It should also be noted that the separation distance continues to decrease because these two aircraft are decelerating. The final separation distance is greater than ICAO's separation criteria because the trailing aircraft flies with a speed greater than the average landing speed used to generate the time-based separation criteria.
The total computation time for the separation detection process as well as the speed adjustment process, determined using a laptop with Intel i5 M540 CPU and 6 GB of RAM, was 1.8 s, which is not short enough for real-time applications. However, as the change in the velocity profile usually does not occur at the beginning of the landing process, 1.8 s of computation time may still be acceptable. Moreover, the code for computation can be further optimized using parallel computation for each aircraft and loop unfolding. Therefore, the computation time can be further reduced for real applications.
Conclusions
This study presented a flow model that uses the danger value distribution to represent possible dangers of collision surrounding each aircraft on an airway. Overlapping of the danger value distributions of each aircraft on the route can indicate the level of the time-based separation. This method can be used as an indicator of insufficient time-based separation.
With the proposed flow model, a velocity adjustment algorithm using the deceleration of the trailing aircraft was presented in this paper. Using the proposed algorithm, the trailing aircraft can decelerate according to its capabilities. The modified velocity profile of the trailing aircraft can be used to maintain the separation time at its minimum required value and thus can better utilize the capacity of an airway.
Through the development of danger value profiles, we demonstrated that both the forward and backward danger value profiles have practical importance. Different danger value profiles can be constructed for various types of aircraft, and a more sophisticated timebased separation can be applied to further optimize the usage of limited runway/airport capacity. Apart from the influence of wake vortices, the estimation error of aircraft positions can also be included into our method. The danger value distribution can be modified or expanded to incorporate the estimation error of aircraft position. In the future, the study of how the estimation error affects the danger value profile will be pursued.
